
Case Study

Migration to SAP HANA on
AWS Cloud with 24*7 Support for

India-Based Global technology Consulting
and Digital Solutions Company 



Client

The client is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company, helping 

more than 300 clients succeed in the converging world. They assist their clients to 
accelerate their digital transformation with their platform, enabling client’s mobile, 
social, analytics, IoT, and cloud journeys. 

Challenges

LTIMindtree Solution

• Legacy infrastructure increased operational cost with non-standard infra-
elements

• Additional investment for DR site, though required in case of disaster only 

• Greenfield implementation of S/4 HANA 1610, Solman7.2, HCI on SAP Cloud, and Fiori 
3.0

• Build future-ready platform that can handle future business growth with improved
user experience, uncompromising performance, and non-exponential cost escalation

• Migrated 2.2 TB of production data with HANA database and S/4 Application in AWS

• Build digital core to create innovation platform for business transformation

• Optimized current SAP landscape management and application support from in-built
inefficiencies 



Business Benefits

• Enhance user experience and reduced operational time

• 40% Reduction in TCO

• DR at almost zero cost with only pay for storage replication

• Up to 50% refresh cycle time reduction

• Increment in backup success rate due to usage of snapshots and automated
scheduling assistant 

LTIMindtree is a global technology consulting and digital solutions company that enables enterprises across industries to reimagine business models, accelerate 

innovation,  and  maximize  growth  by  harnessing  digital  technologies. As a digital  transformationpartner to more than 700 clients, LTIMindtree brings extensive 

domain and technology expertise to help drive superior competitive differentiation, customer experiences, and business outcomes in a converging world. Powered 

by  84,000+  talented  and  entrepreneurial  professionals  across  more  than  30  countries,  LTIMindtree — a  Larsen &  Toubro Group company — combines the 

industry-acclaimed  strengths  of  erstwhile  Larsen  and  Toubro  Infotech  and  Mindtree  in  solving  the  most  complex  business  challenges  and  delivering 

transformation at scale. For more information, please visit https://www.ltimindtree.com/


